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David just smiled coldly and did not speak. The original stars were flashing 
rapidly, and the source of thunder and lightning in Hu Er’s body was quickly 
passing away! 

When one-third of his original power was lost, Hu Er still had a sneer on his 
face, pretending that nothing was wrong! 

Without dodging or dodging, the thunder and lightning spear continued to 
burst out thunder and lightning, heading towards David. 

The thunder and lightning around David’s body continued to generate arcs, 
absorbing Hu Er’s original power! 

When half of Hu Er’s thunder and lightning power was lost, he began to panic! 

“How is this possible? How big is your origin space?” 

Hu Er looked at David in disbelief! Since 

he realized the origin of thunder and lightning, he has never met anyone with 
such a huge origin space! 

“Hmph, my original space is the galaxy of the universe, endless. With your 
original power, you still want to burst me?” 

David sneered! 

“Bah, just brag. I think you’re at the last moment.” 

Hu Er didn’t believe what David said at all! 

He has never seen that the original space is the universe and the galaxy. 

I always thought David was bragging! 



Hu Er’s lightning source headed towards David even more crazily! 

When David saw this, he was overjoyed. Since this guy didn’t believe it, he 
just absorbed all his original power and used it for his own use! 

Seeing that Hu Er’s lightning source was getting less and less, Hu Er was 
completely panicked! 

He looked at David in disbelief, and the thunder spear gradually disappeared. 

“You…you…” 

Hu Er pointed at David, his face full of shock. 

“Do you believe it now?” 

David smiled coldly, and then his body was like a meteor, heading straight 
towards Hu Er from top to bottom! 

Then he punched it out! 

“Holy Light Fist…” 

Thousands of golden fist lights shine across the entire earth! 

Countless thunder and lightning are like streaks of thunder and lightningThe 
snake swooped down! 

The terrifying thunder and lightning has enveloped Hu Er! 

Hu Er’s eyes were filled with fear. He wanted to resist, but the source of 
thunder and lightning in his body was already running low! 

“Brother…” 

Hu Da reacted, waved his palms, and a thick black python went straight 
towards David! 

He wants to save his brother! 

David ignored the black giant python, and then punched Na Hu Er! 

This punch hit Hu Er like a meteor! 



boom! 

After a loud noise, the earth trembled, countless flying sand and rocks flew 
everywhere, and a bottomless pit appeared on the ground! 

“Brother…” 

Hu Da roared when he saw this, and then black mist filled the air around his 
body, and even the black clouds in the sky began to surge, as if it was the end 
of the world! 

The black energy around Hu Da’s body condensed directly into a 100-meter 
giant beast in mid-air! 

This 100-meter giant beast was extremely ferocious. When he stomped his 
feet, the whole earth was trembling! 

The terrifying aura on the 100-meter-long giant beast made the Lingxi Beast 
tremble with fear! 

Seeing this, Huofeng quickly hugged the rhinoceros beast tightly in his arms 
and comforted him, “Don’t be afraid, don’t be afraid…” 

Hu Da controlled the 100-meter giant beast and stepped on David! 

David’s eyes flashed with coldness, and then the sky was filled with 
thunderclouds! 

Then David jumped up, reached out and slapped him with his palm! 

A bolt of thunder and lightning flashed in David’s palm! 

“Thunder Palm…” 

David shouted loudly, and a palm print that covered the sky and the sun 
appeared, and in the palm print, countless thunder and lightning crashed 
down! 

The huge palm print directly hit the hundred-meter behemoth. Countless 
thunder and lightning caused the hundred-meter behemoth to disperse 
suddenly and turn into a ball of black mist again! 



But the power of the Thunder Palm remained unabated and it was still 
heading towards Hu Da! 

Hu Da’s eyes widened, with a look of shock on his face. He instinctively 
wanted to dodge, but he found that the Thunder Palm was boundless and 
there was no way he could dodge it! 
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Under the Thunder Palm, Hu Da gritted his teeth, and the black mist around 
his body continued to solidify, forming a solid shield! 

boom! 

This palm hit Hu Da’s body hard. In an instant, Hu Da’s body fell deeply into 
the ground, and his whole person was submerged in the pit! 

Seeing David directly defeating Hu Da and Hu Er, Luo Shouhai and the others 
were also very surprised! You 

must know that the other party is a sixth-grade monk in the Tribulation Realm, 
and that Hu Er has also understood the origin of thunder and lightning! 

David is only in the second level of Tribulation Realm! 

The men brought by Hu Da and the others were looking at everything in front 
of them in disbelief. 

Everyone opened their mouths and watched quietly, forgetting to run away! 

Two monks of the sixth level of the Tribulation Realm were directly defeated 
by a second level of the Tribulation Realm! 

And it’s still easy to defeat! 

This is simply outrageous! 

No one believed their eyes, after all, these demon cultivators had never seen 
anything like this before! 



Hu Da and Hu Er together, even if they fight with a seventh-level monk in the 
Tribulation Realm, they can probably fight each other! 

But fighting with David, a second-level Tribulation Realm master, he lost so 
quickly! 

“Mr. Chen, you are awesome, you are so awesome…” 

Ji Yun shouted excitedly! 

They also didn’t expect that David could defeat two sixth-level cultivators in 
the Tribulation Realm so easily! 

I originally thought there would be a fierce fight! 

“How awesome are you? Do you really think our brothers can be defeated so 
easily?” 

Hu Da’s voice came from the pit, and then the whole person flew out of the pit! 

Although he looked a little embarrassed, he didn’t seem to be too seriously 
injured! 

Seeing Hu Da like that, David frowned slightly! 

He didn’t expect that his Thunder Palm wouldn’t kill this guy in one fell swoop! 

It seems that he is in the sixth level of the Tribulation Realm.Not that easy to 
kill! 

“A mere second-level Tribulation Realm master who can beat our two brothers 
into such a state must be quite capable!” 

At this time, Hu Er also jumped up from another deep pit! 

Hu Er’s body was covered in blood, and he was obviously more injured than 
you, Hu Da! 

In Hu Er’s body, there is not much power of thunder and lightning left, but at 
this time, Hu Er’s body is wrapped in black mist and seems to be recovering 
quickly. 

Seeing that Hu Er was not dead, David became even more solemn! 



In the five major sects’ headquarters, the feeling of powerlessness due to lack 
of strength reappeared again! 

If his realm had improved a little now, I am afraid that these two brothers 
would have died long ago and would not be still alive! 

At this moment, David felt very urgent. He wanted to improve his strength as 
soon as possible! 

The demon cultivators brought by Hu Da and Hu Er breathed a sigh of relief 
after seeing that the two brothers were not dead and were not seriously 
injured. 

It would be so embarrassing if the two of them were beaten to death by David, 
a second-level monk in the Tribulation Realm, with just one palm and one 
punch! 

“Hu Er, the two of us are struggling with him. He can’t afford to waste us, so 
don’t fight forcefully.” 

Hu Da could see that David wanted to win quickly and leave! 

After all, if the fight continues like this, if someone comes, David will really 
have no hope at all! 

I don’t know how many people are looking for traces of David now! 

A walking resource library that everyone wants to have! 

“Okay…” 

Hu Er nodded, and then the two of them jumped up! 

This time, the two of them attacked David directly from a distance, and black 
mist shot out from their bodies! 

When David saw this, his brows furrowed slightly. He also knew that these 
two guys were really spending time with him! 

So he took the magic whip, and the magic whip was burning with fire! 

With the blow of the whip, all the black mist was dispersed, and then David 
used the fire-bending steps to keep approaching the two of them! 
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When Hu Da and Hu Er saw this, they instinctively stepped back, trying to 
distance themselves from David! 

The magic whip in David’s hand instantly pulled out with a loud bang! 

This loud noise immediately made the two of them mentally stunned and their 
movements slowed down a bit! 

David saw the opportunity and whipped the two of them hard with the magic 
whip! 

The two people fell heavily to the ground, their faces full of ferocious pain. 

The extreme fire on the magic whip left scars on the two of them, which 
looked very scary! 

At this moment, the demon cultivators who had been relieved became 
nervous again! 

Hu Er and Hu Da stood up, looked at themselves in a miserable state, and 
then looked at the magic whip in David’s hand. There was a bit of fear in their 
eyes! After 

all, when the demonic whip hits others, it is painful, but when it hits demonic 
cultivators like them, it is the kind of spiritual attack that is excruciatingly 
painful, and the whole person is a little confused! 

“Brother, I fought hard for the centenary sacrifice of the Demon Sealing 
Alliance…” 

Hu Er looked at Hu Da and said through gritted teeth! 

It seems that the two of them still have methods that are useless! 

“This is the last resort for our two brothers. It seems that we must use it 
today…” 



After Hu Da finished speaking, he stretched out his hand into his arms, and 
then a black array disk appeared with array patterns flashing on it! 

Immediately afterwards, Hu Da forced out a drop of blood essence and 
dropped it on the formation plate! 

The formation disk hummed for a while, and then quickly grew in size, and 
bloody lines began to appear around the ground! 

“Retreat quickly, retreat quickly, this is the sacrificial blood formation…” 

Seeing this, Sheng Bushi was so frightened that he hurriedly called others to 
retreat! 

If trapped in this formation, none of them would be able to escape! 

Several people tried their best to retreat into the distance! 

At the same time, Sheng Bushi shouted to David, “Mr. Chen, leave quickly. 
This is a sacrifice.”Blood Sacrifice Formation, a formation disk left behind 
during the battle between gods and demons. “ 

This kind of formation is very overbearing. Run away quickly…” 

Sheng Bushi yelled and told David to run away too! 

But before David could react, the bloody formation immediately surrounded 
David. When he stood up, the surrounding bloody formations flashed, 

which was extremely mysterious. Moreover, this formation was very 
complicated, and it was difficult to find the location of the formation in a short 
time. The air of blood began to fill the surroundings, and then there were 
bursts of shrill wailing sounds! 

The wailing sounds, It was not like an hallucination, it sounded very real. 
David couldn’t help but follow the sound and was surprised to find that the 
demon cultivators brought by Hu Da and Hu Er were actually enveloped in 
blood-colored mist at this moment. The blood on each person’s body was 
covered with blood. , are constantly pouring out in all directions! 

The blood of these demonic cultivators makes the sacrificial blood formation 
even more dazzling. At the same time, in the formation, masses of blood mist 
are like sharp blades, floating irregularly! The blood 



of these demonic cultivators When the blood floats into the air, it will be 
quickly absorbed by the blood mist! 

David was very surprised. He didn’t expect that Hu Da and Hu Er, in order to 
kill themselves, would even let their own people go when they waited for the 
hundred years of worship of the Demon Sealing Alliance. Passed! 

Soon, those demonic cultivators were sucked into human bodies by the 
sacrificial blood formation, without leaving a drop of blood on their bodies! 

After Hu Da and Hu Er looked at each other, they actually flew into the 
formation on their own initiative, despite the The surrounding blood mist 
absorbed the blood in their bodies! 

The skin of the two people continued to ooze bright red blood, and the blood 
mist became even richer! 

David was stunned. He didn’t understand what was going on with Hu Da Hu 
Er. Did he also have to use his own life? The sacrifice failed? 

If the two of them were sucked dry of blood by this sacrificial blood array and 
died, what would be the point of killing David! 

Not to mention the hundred-year sacrifice of the Demon Sealing Alliance, 
even if it is a thousand years, what is the use of ten thousand years! 

Human beings They are all dead and of no use at all! 

But David knows that these two guys can’t be stupid enough to sacrifice their 
lives to the formation! 
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Sure enough, the blood on the two people seemed to have reached a certain 
concentration after being partially absorbed by the surrounding blood mist! 

The blood mist started to rain like rain, and blood began to fall. David’s body 
was instantly stained red by the blood! 



And the blood fell on the ground, and then began to flow along the lines in the 
ground! 

“What are they doing?” 

Luo Shouhai was very puzzled! 

Sheng Bushi frowned and said solemnly, “These two brothers are too cruel. In 
order to defeat Mr. Chen, they even sacrificed their own men.” “ 

They are sacrificing this formation with blood. Only in this way can the power 
of this sacrificial blood formation be unleashed!” 

“Are they crazy? If this continues, both of them will die.” Ji Yun asked in 
confusion! 

“The two of them will not die. Their blood is the key to activating the sacrificial 
blood array. I didn’t expect that the array plate of the sacrificial blood array 
was hidden too deeply in the hands of the two brothers.” 

Sheng Bushi said in surprise! 

“These two guys are actually from the blood demon lineage. They are really 
hidden deep enough.” 

“I don’t know how these two guys hide their auras. None of us could detect it 
at first.” 

Devil Mountain Ghost Elder also said in surprise! 

“It seems that this sacrificial blood array can only be opened by those of our 
blood demon lineage. Even if others get it, it may not be of much use.” “ 

But these two guys have never exposed their blood demon lineage . His 
identity is really powerful!” 

Luo Shouhai also looked solemn. 

Luo Shouhai’s Blood Spirit Valley is also from the blood demon lineage. He 
didn’t even know that these two people were from the same ancestry and 
lineage as him at first, which showed that these two guys were hiding deep 
enough. 



This kind of thing was left behind during the battle between gods and 
demons.The array disks are all good things from the fairy world or the devil 
world, and everyone wants to get them! 

With the strength of Hu Da and Hu Er, who are at the sixth level of the 
Tribulation Realm, they are simply unable to protect the formation disk of the 
Blood Sacrifice Formation! 

However, these two guys kept their composure and kept the formation disk 
hidden, never showing it to anyone, and no one knew that they had obtained 
the formation disk! 

Moreover, the identity of the two people, who are of the same blood, is also 
well hidden. 

If they hadn’t been forced to do anything by David today, and the hundred-
year enshrinement of the Demon Sealing Alliance was too tempting, they 
wouldn’t have taken out the formation disk! 

At this moment, the sacrificial blood array was emitting red light, the brilliance 
was getting richer and richer, and the smell of blood stretched out, covering 
dozens of miles around with this smell of blood! 

David’s body was hanging in the air, looking at the blood soaked in his body, 
and then at the strange formation at his feet, he also frowned! 

When the two of them fought, he could tell that these two were different from 
other demon cultivators! 

“Mr. Chen, these two guys are from the blood demon lineage. It seems that 
they have been hiding their identities all this time, and they were exposed 
today as a last resort.” “Since they 

dare to expose themselves, they must be sure to kill everyone. That way their 
identities will not be leaked.” 

Zhe Yan followed David and said! 

“No wonder I always feel that the aura of these two guys is different from that 
of other demon cultivators. It turns out that they have been deliberately 
concealing their identities.” “ 



But why do they hide their identities as blood demons?” 

David asked. Understand that others will only hide their identities as demon 
cultivators, but no one will hide their lineage! 

But Hu Da and Hu Er are not afraid that people will know their identities as 
demon cultivators, but they hide that they are of the blood demon lineage. 
This is very strange! 

“I don’t know about this. Maybe it has something to do with the sacrificial 
blood array. Obviously, this array can only be activated by the blood of the 
Blood Demon lineage.” 
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“They hide their identities as blood demons because they are afraid that 
others will know that they have the array disk in their hands and start 
snatching it away.” “ 

After all, they only have the sixth level strength of the Tribulation Realm, and 
they are not considered masters in this human world. If someone really robs it, 
it will be difficult for them to protect it.” 

Zhe Yan analyzed it to David! 

“It’s very possible that these two guys are very scheming. It seems that they 
completely exposed their identities and took out the formation disk to make 
the final decision.” 

David’s eyes were slightly focused, and he held the Dragon Slaying Sword 
and the Drawing Plate tightly in his hands. Magic whip! 

Now that Hu Da and Hu Er have revealed their final trump cards, David 
cannot be careless! 

“Hu Da, Hu Er, you and I are of the same lineage of blood demons and share 
the same sect. I advise you to stop.” 



Luo Shouhai said loudly to Hu Da and Hu Er! 

“Luo Shouhai, don’t play the emotional card with me. When we kill David, it 
will be your turn.” “ 

There is no way that our two brothers’ trump cards will be leaked to anyone .” 
.” 

How could Hu Da stop at this time? 

I saw a faint white light suddenly appear in Hu Da’s body, and then I saw Hu 
Da’s soul detached from the body! 

The same goes for Hu Er. His soul instantly separated from his body, and 
then merged with the red blood mist in the formation! 

The bodies of the two remained motionless, but the two white lights continued 
to collide with the bloody mist, causing the void to tremble! 

Soon, two blood-red humanoid figures appeared, and their power continued to 
grow! 

The blood mist in the formation seemed to be constantly providing strength to 
the two of them! 

David frowned. He had never seen a way to abandon the body and only use 
the soul to absorb power and improve cultivation! 

David didn’t dare to delay any longer, because he didn’t know how far these 
two guys would improve their strength! 

The dragon-slaying sword and the magic whip in David’s hand were shot at 
the same time! 

Thousands of sword lights are like heavy rainIt fell down normally, and the 
ultimate fire on the magic whip also turned into balls of fire and attacked! 

Boom boom boom… 

This time, David did not dare to be careless at all, and used all his strength as 
soon as he took action! 



But those thousands of sword lights and those balls of fire actually passed 
directly through the bodies of Hu Da and Hu Er and bombarded the ground! 

“This…” 

David frowned and was stunned! 

“Mr. Chen, these guys are spirits. This kind of substantive attack will probably 
not do much harm to them.” 

Zhe Yan said hurriedly! 

David nodded and understood, and then in David’s sea of consciousness, 
light flickered out, and a series of spiritual attacks spread from all around 
David! 

Facing David’s spiritual attack, the blood-red spirit bodies of Hu Da and Hu Er 
actually merged directly into one place! 

Countless blood mist swirled around the two spirit bodies like a whirlwind! 

Any attack is blocked by this blood mist! 

As the blood mist grew faster and faster, a whirlwind formed in the entire 
formation, causing the entire formation to be shrouded in blood mist! 

David’s body hung in mid-air, also shrouded in the bloody mist! 

People outside can’t see David clearly at all! 

At this time, Huofeng and the others began to worry about David! 

After all, this sacrificial blood formation is too powerful, and Hu Da and Hu Er 
are also sixth-level monks in the Tribulation Realm, so they are not easy to 
deal with. Now that they have a large formation to rely on, they are afraid that 
David will not be able to fight against the two of them! 

But soon, the bloody mist slowly dissipated, and then David’s figure slowly 
appeared! 

David didn’t seem to have changed much at this moment except that his face 
looked a little ugly! 



But when all the blood mist disappeared, everyone was surprised to find that 
Hu Da and Hu Er’s spirit bodies were missing! 

On the ground, a humanoid figure more than two meters tall, with blood-red 
body and ferocious eyes appeared! 

 


